Thank you for choosing CCR Fence to install your new fence! To ensure the longevity of your new fence, we have
included some helpful tips.



Please allow the posts up to 2 weeks for the concrete to set up properly. Steps you should follow are:
o Do not shake, pull or push the post.
o Do not lean anything on the fence.
o Help the gates close softly and not slam shut.
o If you have other contractors or lawn crews coming through, prop open the gate for that day.



There may be some dirt or dust visible on the fence, you may use a hose to wash off, or gently use a wet sponge
to remove debris.



Child Safety Latch may need to be adjusted after the fence has settled. There is a vertical adjustment and a
horizontal adjustment and can be done with just a Phillips head screwdriver in seconds.
o Horizontal – on the striker side, there is a screw that will push the striker in and out to align its marks to
the marks on the latch side. Clockwise vs Counter clockwise will adjust it in and out.
o Vertical – on the latch side, there is a small silver screw on the side that can be removed and allow the
latch to be moved up or down. Align the marks on latch to the striker side.
o Follow the steps in this animation as a reference Watch Video



There are keys for each latch, turn the key so that red dot is completely visible to lock the gate. Keys can be
copied at home improvement store for spares or backups.



There may be excess dirt around the posts where the holes were dug. Average size dirt areas will retreat back
down under grass after a good rain. If dirt doesn’t disappear, rake gently to free it and the rain should do the
rest.

